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An Introduction to Leadership
What is expected from a leader in the Energy Sector?
o Disruptive times in the Energy sector: the Energy Transition
o Managing your own career transition: developing your
leadership skills
o What are these Leadership skills? / Different leadership
styles (each appropriate for different situations)
Leadership skills in practice: Participants choose 2 topics from the
following menu: (poll)
o Change management (includes emotional response to
change)
o Leading high performance teams
o Team Dynamics – How to challenge and support.
o Stakeholder management
o Values and culture, results vs values, leading across cultures
o Mentoring vs Coaching, the Leader as a Coach, GROW model
of coaching
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Speaker

How do you become an inspirational leader in the energy
transition? Three key leadership traits:
o Passion & Purpose: Why does it matter to be passionate as a
leader? How can I find my passion?
o Authenticity: Which role does authenticity play?
o Servant Leadership: How can I empower others?
CEO dilemmas
Moderated by Yanos
o CEOs discuss what their number 1 challenge is
o Tassos Vlassopoulos, CEO Hellenic Petroleum Upstream
o Christos Kolliatsas, Global head of Renewables at SGS
Conclusions and wrap-up
Closing
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The Experts
Yanos Michopoulos
Yanos Michopoulos has 25 years international business experience in a variety of roles
across the EMEA region in both the private and public sectors, especially in energy,
infrastructure and private equity. He has managed large P&Ls, has been a member of
regional and global leadership teams of large corporates and has managed large,
distributed teams across countries and cultures. He is currently active as a business
advisor and management consultant in the areas of strategy development
and implementation, value creation, international expansion, M&A and
change management.

Annkathrin Rabe
Annkathrin Rabe is a renewable energy expert with almost a decade of experience in
the energy industry. Annkathrin is an Originator for the Norwegian company Statkraft
Markets GmbH, structuring green power contracts for industry partners. Before, she
worked for innogy SE as PPA manager and market analyst as well as for the
international business consultancy Accenture and the World Economic Forum.
Besides her day job, Annkathrin is Chair of the Young Energy Professionals network of
the World Energy Council, Future Energy Leader-100 and Board member of
the Hertie Energy and Environment Network (HEEN). Annkathrin holds a Master of
Public Policy from Hertie School of Governance and a Bachelor in European Studies
from Maastricht University. Her passion is to grow renewable energy by supporting
corporates to source green power and to empower young energy professionals to
take an active role in shaping a sustainable energy future.

Tassos Vlassopoulos
Tassos Vlassoplous is a strategic Growth Executive with 28 years of international
experience in Oil & Gas and Power Generation, including renewable energy and
energy transition. He has held senior management positions in large corporates, led
and executed corporate strategies, and has proven to lead high performing crossfunctional teams in complex matrix organisations. He has managed ‘Growth Boards’,
advised innovation teams, and has built commercially aligned teams to optimise
market intelligence, strategic and product marketing. He is active in global team
leadership and change management, commercial leadership, product and services
leadership, and financial management.

Christos Kolliatsas
Christos Kolliatsas is senior leader in the Renewable Energy world, currently Global
head of Renewables at SGS and has over 15 years of experience in the renewables
sector. He’s a world expert on Wind Energy, specialised in Offshore wind since it has
many similarities with oil & gas, and has been board member of the European Wind
Energy Association.

